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Chapter 1 : Five Little Ducks | Nursery Rhymes & Kids' Songs | calendrierdelascience.com
Play With Me! (Dottie Duck) [Satoshi Kitamura] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. On
her way home Dottie Duck notices that all the other animals have someone to play with.

Lucky Ducky Fill a large metal wash-bin or baby tub with water. Then take a permanent marker and put
numbers under lots of Rubber Duckies and have them floating in the tub. Each guest that arrives gets a small
piece of paper with a number on it give out as many numbers as you have Rubber Duckies. The guest who has
the number called, wins a prize. You can also choose to do this differently: Bobbing forâ€¦ Rubber Duckies?
Fill a large basin or tub with water. Each guest has their hands tied behind their backs. On the mark of go, each
contestant needs to stick their face into the water and take a Rubber Ducky out with their teeth and mouth.
You can either time them and see how long it takes them to take out one rubber ducky, or to make it more fun,
have lots of rubber duckies and see who can take out the most rubber duckies in a limited amount of time. You
might need extra ducks guests may not want to reuse them for each player. Guests will probably appreciate
your courtesy if you provide more than one tub of water and frequent refills. Hopefully your female guests
will be wearing waterproof makeup: You can have a contest, whoever blows the biggest bubble is the winner.
You will need to do a few things a day before the party. Take plastic cups, fill with water, and throw into each
a little Rubber Ducky that fits into each plastic cup you can probably find cheap little Rubber Duckies at the
dollar store. Put all the cups on a tray and in the freezer to freeze overnight. The day of the party, give each
guest a frozen cup. The guests can try all kinds of ways to melt the ice â€” getting closer to the sun, blowing
hot air, licking, etc. Instead of a plastic cup, you can also put the little rubber duckies in big ice-cube trays
filled with water a day before the baby shower. Fill them both with water and then tape a ribbon at the other
end of the baby tub this is the finishing line. When starting the game, hand out two Rubber Ducks to two
contestants. The first duck to touch the finish line is the winner. Have lots of races, the winner of each race
goes to the second round of races. Have all the winners race against each other until you get to the final round
and give a prize to the final champ! How many Rubber Ducks? Take a big plastic container and put lots of
little ducks inside can be rubber ducks or candy ducks. Remember to count them when you start putting them
into the container. At the party, each guest needs to guess the amount of rubber ducks in the container. The
closest one is the winner and receives a prize! Each guest gets a paper and pen. Here are a few examples for
species: Wood Duck, Mallard, Comb Duck. Here are lots of examples for famous ducks: Whoever has the
most at the end of the 5 minutes is the winner. The first one to pop their whole bubble-wrap sheet is the
winner!
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Chapter 2 : Coolest Rubber Ducky Baby Shower Game Ideas
This Ernie Says segment was once scary for me to watch. In the end, there was a sound of a duck in the background
that frightened me when I was just a little kid, but it turned out that it wasn't.

The series is about a seven-year-old girl who can "fix" toys, with a little help from her stuffed animal friends.
The series debuted the same day as Disney Junior: When she puts on her stethoscope, something magical
happens: With a little help from her stuffed animal friends, Stuffy , Hallie , Lambie and Chilly , Doc helps
toys "feel better" by giving them check-ups. During ending credits in Season 1, Doc gives advice to viewers
about staying healthy. Seasons 1, 2 and 3 have the original intro. Characters Main Dottie McStuffins a. Doc is
a seven year old girl who likes to fix toys, dolls and stuffed animals. She also wants to be a doctor like her
mother, one day. She is a girl with short dark brown hair tied in pigtails with a fashionable headband in the
middle of her head. She usually wears a lab coat over a purple-and-white striped T-shirt and pink-colored skirt
with polka-dot stockings on her legs. The only other clothes she has been shown in is a large sunshade hat
added to her usual attire, and a pink striped tankini in a pool sequence, a cowboy costume in a Halloween
episode and a winter outfit in a Christmas episode. Her name is also used for the series title. She is very sweet,
likes hugging people, and is a gifted dancer. She can either walk on all fours or two legs. Her other friends are
Stuffy, Hallie and Chilly. He has a crush on Lambie. He is also friends with Lambie, Stuffy and Hallie. She is
good friends with Doc and the other stuffed animals. Squeakers - A squeaky toy that looks like a blowfish and
can go in the water like Hermie, Marvin and Lula. McStuffins is the pretty mother of Doc and Donny and the
wife of Mr. She is a doctor who works at a hospital. She expects Doc to become a doctor, like herself. He
takes care of Doc and Donny, his children. She speaks with a Russian accent and she dances. She is idolized
by Lambie. Bernard - A light brownish, tan-colored bear that wears only a blue vest with green borders.
Boomer voiced by David B. Mitchell - A soccer ball with a face belonging to Emmie. Buddy voiced by Jess
Harnell - A dump truck toy that belongs to Donny. Celeste voiced by Kath Soucie - Celeste is a space toy that
shows a video slideshow in a dark ceiling of outer space, the constellations and the milky way galaxy as Doc
borrows her for the toys as she gets love from Professor Hootsburgh and Aurora. Commander Crush - voiced
by Steve Blum A special Transformers-like toy that turns into a spaceship until Tobias accidentally broke one
of his gears. However he is soon fixed. Creepy Cuddly Charlie voiced by Frank Welker A yellow-orange
monster with three eyes, red horns on his head, a set of wings, an aquamarine tummy, a pair of green tentacles
and dark green toenails. Doodle Doo - A tin rooster that loves to crow as his wheels were crooked. Dolly
voiced by Alexandra Ryan - Dolly is a princess doll who hangs around will Carl the train and Morten the lion,
Dolly loves looking beautiful as Lambie cleans up her face. Gabby voiced by Lacey Chabert - A stuffed
giraffe Doc won at the arcade. Gloria the Gorilla voiced by Lori Alan - A plush gorilla that loves to laugh and
giggle as she also loves to tickle the toys. Gustave voiced by Stephen Stanton - A green plastic alligator with a
Southern accent and appetite for marbles. Doc had to empty his stomach after Donny added extra marbles to
the game, and Gustav wound up overstuffed. Johnny Foosball voiced by Josh Keaton - A toy soccer player
and part of a foosball game whose rival is Bozini. A pink toy pony with a long mane. Leilani voiced by Liza
Del Mundo - Leilani is a hula girl doll from Hawaii that hula dances when the sun hits her until been in a box
for so long, she becomes slow and weak as Doc learns the hula from Leilani. Lenny voiced by Jeff Fischer - A
fire truck. He is also called Engine Nine. Lil Egghead voiced by Peter MacNicol - Egghead or "Eggie" as he is
called is an electronic game of trivia and facts as he belonged to Donny as when he challenges Professor
Hootsburgh to a fact-off, a trivia challenge as Eggie starts malfunctioning. Loud Louie voiced by Georgina
Cordova - A toy cellphone that Doc used to play with when she was little. He very was loud because he was
super excited, but he learned to use his inside-voice. Melinda the Mermaid voiced by Dharbi Jens - A wind-up
mermaid doll who was found in a wading pool. She had problems swimming and got upset as Lambie thought
that mermaids are perfect swimming creatures. However she soon learnt to swim. Doc decided to take her
home. Millie Microphone voiced by Lisa Loeb - A toy boombox with a face. Millie kept repeating words
when she spoke because her disc was dirty inside her. Chomp voiced by Brad Abrell - Mr. Chomp may look
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like a vicious toy-eating shark, but he has a sweet, sensitive side. Norton voiced by Tim Dadabo - Norton is a
toy mouse with a Cockney accent who flips with the help of Doc and her Doc Mobile as she keeps Norton by
using a winder-upper. Officer Pete voiced by Michael Gough - A toy police car who makes sure that the
backyard is crime free and be save for the other toys as well. Peaches Pie voiced by Paula Rhodes - Peaches
Pie is a peach-scented doll who loves dancing and playing with her new friends as she never worries about
anything except the scent of her dress being smelly as Doc and her toys help her. She speaks with a Southern
Belle accent. Pip the Doll - An old British porcelain doll that Florence loved. Princess Persephone voiced by
Geena Davis - Princess Persephone or "Peri" as she likes to be called is not an ordinary princess, but a bit
tomboyish as she is very athletic and very hyper. Riggo voiced by Dennis Farina - A toy digger that belongs to
Will. His scooper was stuck because there was sand on the side of his scoop, jamming his gears. She, in " No
Sweetah Cheetah ", leapt into the flower bushes. Ray is equipped with long-range vision and a cable that
shoots out with his right hand, extending his reach. Ronda voiced by Camryn Manheim - A remote-control
helicopter belonging to Luca. Rosie voiced by Nika Futterman - Rosie is a toy ambulance. Rosie is sometimes
scared and panics when a problem happens. However she is always happy to help save a toy in need. Rosie
speaks with a Mexican accent. Sebastian voiced by Dee Bradley Baker - A toy Halloween pumpkin ghost who
thought everything around him in Halloween is real as Doc explains to him that Halloween is just pretend. She
loves playing games and doing a rodeo with the other toys. Spritzy Mitzi voiced by Angelique Perrin - An
octopus shaped sprinkler toy. Susie Sunshine voiced by Amber Hood - A plastic doll that wears a pink dress
and pink shoes, she was cranky because her eyes were stuck open because a little pineapple ice pop was stuck
on her eyelashes. Theo - a green sea turtle with a green shell, yellow underbelly and brown eyes. Tramaine
voiced by Ari Rubin - A toy truck designed by Donny, he is very dynamic, he needed to stand still because he
had to get his stripes repainted. Tundra - a plush bear that Alma got from the hospital. Wildlife Will voiced by
Adam Croaswell - Wildlife Will is a Steve Irwin-like action figure with an Australian accent who loves to
explore animal life around the world in the neighborhood. He thought that Lambie and Stuffy were rare, exotic
animals until Doc tells him otherwise and builds a wheelchair. Xyla voiced by Tiffany Thornton - A toy
xylophone that looks like a ladybug and belongs to Alma, one of her keys was loose because one of the screws
was loose, and when the key fell into the sink, Doc replaced it with a new one. Starting March 26, the series
began airing weekdays at Reception The series received positive reviews and criticisms after its release. Kia
Morgan Smith of Cincomom. It has also attracted large amounts of positive attention for older males as well.
The series is also a huge cultural impact, generating loud applause on parent blogs, Facebook and even in
academia for its positive vocational message for African-American girls.
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Chapter 3 : 12 Things You Should Know About Raising Ducks
To create a series or add a work to it, go to a "work" page. The "Common Knowledge" section now includes a "Series"
field. Enter the name of the series to add the book to it. Works can belong to more than one series. In some cases, as
with Chronicles of Narnia, disagreements about order necessitate.

This post may also contain affiliate links. All of those lovely toys, games, puzzles and books that they got for
Christmas and they are bored already? Give me a break! To add some fun into the lull of January â€” it has
been bitterly cold and snowy here in Michigan â€” we have been focused on all things rubber ducky. Today I
am sharing with you five fun rubber ducky themed games and activities for kids of all ages and are perfect for
birthday parties and gatherings. Duck Hunt My girls always love a good scavenger hunt. You may remember
the post I shared this summer about our Backyard Bug Hunt. These kids of mine could hide and search for
things for hours. One of our first rubber ducky themed games has been indoor duck hunts. I ordered a fabulous
selection of rubber duckies from Oriental Trading and placed them all in a large basket. Their little eyes about
popped out of their heads when I brought out all these cool ducks! It has been a blast hiding them around the
house for them to find. Sometimes we hide just one kind of duck or sometimes we hide them all for one giant
duck hunt. My only advice is to make sure you count how many duckies you hide so you know when the hunt
is over. They are all adorable. I had a hard time not ordering more as there are just a ton of darling ducks to
choose from. Number Matching Another fun rubber ducky themed game has been this number matching
game. I also ordered a set of carnival ducks from Oriental Trading. These ducks are hard plastic and float
upright when placed in water unlike the soft, squishy rubber duckies. Each duck is stamped on the bottom with
the numbers 1 through The set contains 20 ducks half of which just have the number on the bottom and half
of which also have a star with the number. I spread out a beach towel on the kitchen floor and placed a small
dish pan filled with warm water on top of it. I had each child take a turn choosing 2 ducks and turning them
over. If the numbers matched, they kept the pair. This turned into a bit of a floating memory game and they
loved it. Any chance to play in water is always a hit! This game is an easy way to sneak some learning into a
fun activity as well. Alphabet Activities Another fun way to incorporate learning into a rubber duck themed
game is with these fun alphabet ducks also from Oriental Trading. The set contains one duck for each letter of
the alphabet. Both the uppercase and lowercase letter is stamped clearly onto the front of the duck. When I
first opened the set of alphabet ducks , the girls just loved finding each letter of the alphabet to see what kind
of duck it was. They lined them up in order along the back of our sectional couch. When they finished the
alphabet, they would sing the ABC song pointing to each duck and then knock them down and start over
again. They played this game for an amazingly long time together! The next time we got out the alphabet
ducks , the girls enjoyed matching them up with a set of alphabet flash cards. This has been an ongoing
activity in our house for quite some time. Ava has loved to line up alphabet magnets or flash cards and place a
corresponding toy or animal with each letter. She started doing this as a toddler and loved to use the window
sill of our living room window to line up her alphabet items. We have since moved into a new house and the
alphabet line-up either happens on the raised hearth in front of the fireplace or up and down the main staircase
as you can see in the pictures below. Amazingly enough we have just enough stairs to fit the entire alphabet if
they place one card on each side of the runner. I am not even kidding! I have had great luck finding alphabet
magnets, flash cards and window clings at places like my local dollar store, the Target dollar spot ,
mom-to-mom sales, garage sales and even thrift stores. It looks like this style might only be available in
limited quantities, but LeapFrog has come out with something similar HERE. Lucky Duck Game This game
uses the same carnival ducks and set up as the number matching game above, but this time I assigned a task to
each number. You can write these out on a slip of paper or make a simple poster ahead of time choosing tasks
and activities that are age appropriate for you group of kids. The first player picks one duck and flips it over. If
it is a plain number, the player completes the corresponding task from the chart. If it is a number with a star,
all players complete the task together. This is a fun way to incorporate some movement and silliness into the
game. My girls love to sing Old MacDonald Had a Farm so using the farm animal rubber duckies for this song
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was perfect. They each had a set of farm animal rubber duckies in front of them and as we sang the song they
could hold up the corresponding animal. We made the lyrics silly and duck related. It goes like this: The last
verse is as follows: Here are the lyrics: The final verse goes likes this: I might have to order these too! We also
have this song in book form which can be fun to use for story time. As I have mentioned before, I found all
my awesome rubber ducks for these games and activities through Oriental Trading. If you have never visited
the Oriental Trading site, you are missing out on a great resource for all your party and holiday needs. From
toys and games to party decorations and tableware to great craft supplies and kits, Oriental Trading has
something for everyone! Check out their amazing Rubber Duck Store for all things rubber ducky. You will not
believe how many darling duck varieties are available! Looking for a deal at Oriental Trading? Visit their
coupon page for the latest sales. What will you do to celebrate National Rubber Ducky Day this year? I hope
you are inspired by some of these fun rubber ducky games and activities. The possibilities are endless and so
much fun. Stay tuned for a rubber ducky Valentine card idea coming soon. Feel free to leave me a comment
with your best rubber ducky ideas â€” I would love to hear them. Thanks for reading, friends. Stay warm and
have fun!
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Chapter 4 : Mandarin Duck: Multi-Shaped Dottie Cutters
Hello my dear friends! This is just a quick update on your requests about having Dottie tools in different shapes! This is a
bit time consuming to make and require some skills of working with pliers, but this is what I came up with.. to make a
whole set it took me about 30 minutes and I used flat and rounder jewellery making pliers I had (see the picture).

They are cute and bring a lot of entertainment to the yard. However, ducks are unique creatures. A lot of
people think raising ducks and chickens are one in the same. In some ways they are similar. There are grave
differences as well, though. Understanding ducks and their needs are something that should be understood
before jumping into raising them. Recommended Breeds Pekins come as my most recommended breed for a
backyard duck. They are great for many reasons. The first is they are such large ducks that they are too heavy
to fly. Therefore, you can allow them to free range in your yard because their average weight is around 10
pounds. Pekin ducks are great foragers and are also a very friendly duck breed. They are a great meat source
because of their size and also excellent layers of large white eggs. It is noted that if you would like to raise
Pekin ducks that it usually requires artificial setting because the hens are not good setters. In my experience, I
have not experienced this at all. Our female Pekin has been a great setter. I think this depends more upon the
duck and its personality. Khaki Campbells are another highly recommended duck breed. They are smaller in
size usually weighing about 3 pounds or so but have limited flight. It is important to find a breed that is limited
in flying because otherwise it is difficult to keep them home. They are noted for being great layers as well of
large white eggs. However, these ducks are also noted as being a more skittish breed in comparison to Pekin
ducks. As stated in their name, they are a khaki color. Their feet color differs by sex. The males have orange
feet while the females have brown feet. Khaki Campbells are excellent foragers as well. Proper Protection
Ducks are highly preyed upon. If you have a normal dog, you will have to keep the ducks away from it.
However, I will say, most dogs do! So take that into account before raising ducks. Keeping ducks fenced in is
a wise option because of hawks and other birds of prey. Placing them in your fenced in backyard or even
placing a fence around their area should keep them safe. Hawks have a hard time navigating how to pull an
animal out of a smaller fenced in area. Housing Ducks do not require nor do they desire a fancy house. As a
matter of fact, the more run down the house is the happier they seem to be. Because ducks are waterproof, they
love to be wet as much as possible. Giving them a home where they can keep a little moisture in their house
and have lots of airflows seems to be what keeps them happy. This house and this house are great examples of
what type of house a duck loves! Pallets are a great option for duck houses because it gives them shelter yet
also allows airflow and some moisture. The most important part of building a duck house is making sure that it
is low enough to the ground that a duck can enter it with a small ramp. You can give a duck a nesting box
within their house, but that is really for your convenience when collecting eggs. If you leave hay out, the hen
will make a nest where she wants it and lay there regularly. Our hen chose to lay under our rabbit hutches
daily so we let her be, and she remained quite content. Laying Habits Ducks are not like chickens. Chickens
decrease laying when the days become shorter, but they still lay sporadically. They take a hiatus every year
during winter. Where we have had a rather mild winter this year, our hen continued to lay until after
Christmas. Most years, they will quit around November and reconvene at the onset of spring. However, ducks
are actually earlier risers than chickens. During their laying time, she will have already laid an egg before your
feet have hit the floor. Read the difference between duck eggs and chicken eggs here. Water People that have
never raised ducks might assume that they need a body of water in order to have them. I know I did! This is
not the case. Ducks do not require water besides for drinking purposes. Even for that, fill up a 5-gallon bucket
of fresh water every day, and they will be very happy! They love to swim and will swim all day long in a
plastic kiddie pool! Food Ducks eat a lot of food. They love to eat! The most important thing to do is to keep
their food and water separate. They love to play in the water, and they love to eat so, of course, they are going
to try and mix the two! Ducks do forage so they will eat all weeds and any other plants you offer them. Here is
how you can grow your own fodder to feed them inexpensively. They also love corn. Corn will make them
much fatter so if you are planning on using them for meat be careful how much corn you feed them. They will
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patrol your plants for all bugs that might be trying to eat them. They are great at pulling the bugs off of the
plants without harming the actual plant. The only word of caution is to be sure not to allow your ducks in your
garden until the plants have passed the seedling stage. Ducks have a tendency to step on small plants and kill
them. Great for Meat Ducks are great for raising as a source of meat, especially Pekin ducks. It does not take
long to have a viable meat source. They are great foragers, so they help feed themselves in order to pack on
weight. This makes not only for a fast growing meat source but a simple butchering process as well. The
Difference in Gender You do not sex a duck the way you would most animals. The female duck will look like
a regular duck. However, her quack sounds more like a honk. She is the louder of the two, hands down. The
boy duck will have a little tail feather that curls at the tip of his tail. He will usually follow behind her and be
the quieter of the two of them. When he leads her, you will see him bob his head up and down to communicate
and quack softly at her to get her to go where he wants her to. Though male ducks are softer spoken they are
very brave birds! If you are getting too close to his hen and her eggs he will guard her. Instead, he will start off
by bobbing his head as though to nudge you to get you to move away from her. The female will hiss and let
you know you need to back off. Mating It is important to know that male ducks a drake usually require more
than one female. They have an extremely high sex drive and can literally breed a female duck to death. One
drake can handle up to 12 hens! He is not trying to kill her. A lot of times they will look like they are playing
in their pool together when really they are mating. Keeping Ducks with Chickens A lot of people raise their
ducks with their chickens. This is a personal preference. Ducks and chickens can coexist fine usually. Even the
meanest of roosters can get along with a drake from my experience. The only risk to raising the two together is
that a rooster will try to mate a duck hen, and a drake will also try to mate a chicken hen. This is not a problem
as far as a rooster mating a duck hen. However, things get a little tricky with the drake. A rooster does not
have an appendage that protrudes from his body during mating. It is actually the hen that does the act of
mating with the rooster. A duck, on the other hand, does have an appendage. This is an issue because chicken
hens are not equipped to handle that.
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Chapter 5 : Dottie | Bubble Guppies Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Sharing is Caring! Tweet; Pin It; P is for Play: Five Fun Rubber Ducky Games and Activities This is a sponsored post.
Oriental Trading provided me with these products for review.

CollectCollect this now for later guadalupe this is so me!!! CollectCollect this now for later tammie baby
duck. This really makes me miss my pet ducks CollectCollect this now for later camille This is definitely me
in the morning with my husband! CollectCollect this now for later scoobs this is how my schnauzer sleeps
with me; CollectCollect this now for later bonnie This is more of my style This is sooo cute! It reminds me of
the play kitchen my dad made for me when I was a little girl. CollectCollect this now for later firstgradedeb
This is how my friend would be helping me with my journey! CollectCollect this now for later ollie Is this for
real??? CollectCollect this now for later winnie This is Me! This is me and my husband CollectCollect this
now for later shauna this is so me and my girls CollectCollect this now for later donilia. CollectCollect this
now for later katy oh my, this is so me I can do that crochet CollectCollect this now for later leila This is
totally radical! I can walk the streets with my crew and play my jams all day! This is a no brainer to me. I want
my son to be a good big brother, uncle, father, grandfather, etc. CollectCollect this now for later mariam This
is gonna be me. CollectCollect this now for later eddie My curiosity about this is killin me CollectCollect this
now for later ksrose Fix It Duck: A fave with my kids and a fave with me CollectCollect this now for later
katy. Oh my goodness this is so me! CollectCollect this now for later bowneh This is so me! Dont mess with
my fur kids
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Chapter 6 : Doc McStuffins - Wikipedia
If a flock of ducklings is raised together, they will bond and play with one another, regardless of the species of the
parent. A solitary duck who has lived with and loved her human will not interact with or even acknowledge other ducks if
encountered later in life.

The night she came out of the box Episode: In the episode "Righty-on-Lefty", he had to rescue Lambie from a
tree, but there was a problem with his legs. Doc found out the problem: So when Doc fixed them he was back
in action. She accidentally cracked her leg after a leap, and had to have it put in a cast, but she found lots to do
while she waited for it to heal. Ben had to be fixed when his Velcro sticker ripped off and he got separated
from Anna overnight. Ben and Anna is a playful spoof on the word "Banana". Boomer voiced by Dave B.
Mitchell â€” The soccer ball that belongs to Emmie. He was flat due to a leak, but was scared of the needle in
the air pump Doc had to use. Based on inflatable bopping toys Bronty voiced by Jeffrey Nicholas Brown â€”
A Brontosaurus toy from the Tank Toy Graabber crane machine in which Donny won who loves to runs
around and to swim. She stopped blowing bubbles when Alma accidentally filled her with paste instead of
bubble soap. Buddy voiced by Jess Harnell â€” A dump truck toy that belongs to Donny. Based on the
Buddy-L line of toy trucks. Choo-Choo Train â€” A wooden toy train who is used either as an ambulance to
move the smaller injured toys or as a get away vehicle for the Wicked King. Commander Crush voiced by
Steve Blum â€” A blue with a sky blue armor-like body and yellow outlines special transformers-like toy that
turns into a spaceship until Tobias accidentally broke one of his gears. However he is soon fixed. He considers
himself "space buddies forever" with Star Blazer Zero, but was sad when Zero had to move away with his kid,
Carlos. His catchphrase is "Space-tastic! She had a ripped leg, so when Doc fixed it, she decided to take her
home. Orville voiced by Sam Riegel and Wilbur voiced by David Kaufman â€” A pair of rubber band
powered gliders who love to fly. Wilbur once broke his rubber band that powers his propeller, and Doc fixed
him. Names of Orville and Wilbur are named after the Wright Brothers who invented the airplane in Glo-Bo
voiced by Jim Belushi â€” A toy monster with six arms, he is a friendly toy monster with a joyful personality.
Neglected for several weeks when Donny got a new train, Glo-Bo consulted Doc about his lost ability to glow
in the dark. He also inadvertently spread a rash which was really blue paint to lots of toys, including Chilly.
Parts of her are made of leather. Gustave voiced by Stephen Stanton â€” A green plastic alligator with a Cajun
accent and appetite for marbles. Doc had to empty his stomach after Donny added extra marbles to the game
and Gustave wound up overstuffed. He once lost an arm after a rough run-in with Rudi the puppy. Horsey â€”
A toy horse on wheels which Sir Kirby rides on. Her problem was having frail legs and being stuck in her box
from her long flight from Tokyo, Japan but Doc McStuffins helped her exercise. Doc refilled him with water
and returned himself to Donny. He is known as an intelligent rival to Professor Hootsburgh. He had trouble
popping out from his box. Then Doc found out that his clothes were stuck between the cogs of the music box.
Loud Louie voiced by Georgina Cordova a. Georgie Kidder â€” A toy cellphone that Doc used to play with
when she was little. He was loud because he was super excited, so he had to learn to use his inside-voice.
Melinda the Mermaid voiced by Dharbi Jens â€” A plastic toy mermaid that was found at the kiddie pool.
Millie kept repeating words when she spoke because her disc was dirty inside her. Norton voiced by Tim
Dadabo â€” A toy wind up mouse who belongs to Maddie. He can do flips. Later, Doc finds out that Pickles
triangle nose is missing and replaces it with a button and soon Doc returns Pickles to Alma and puts her in her
room. Doc got her from her older cousin Tisha. When Tisha first gave Hootsburgh to Doc Episode: Ricardo
wears a red paint scheme but is also seen in a yellow paint scheme as well. Riggo voiced by Dennis Farina â€”
A grader toy that belongs to Will. In the episode "Stuck Up", his scooper was stuck because there was sand on
the side of his scoop, jamming his gears. Unfortunately, Chilly and the other toys thought she might be sick
because of her spots when they first met her. Ray is equipped with long-range vision and a white cord he
shoots out with his right hand, extending his reach. He broke his sticky launcher, but Doc used first-aid to fix
his arm till the end of the campout. She likes to rescue things but suffered from severe panic attacks. She
serves as an ambulance for the toy hospital. Sir Kirby also has a crush on Lambie. Southwest Sal voiced by
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Laraine Newman - A toy cowgirl who is a literal cow. Sproingo Boingo â€” A fox shaped Slinky toy. Spritzy
Mitzi voiced by Angelique Perri â€” An octopus shaped water sprinkler toy that ruptured a sprinkler tentacle
after getting a pebble stuck in it. Based on the Evel Knievel action stunt toys Surfer Girl voiced by Kimberly
Brooks â€” A teenage girl doll with her feet attached to a surfboard who speaks in Surfer Lingo. Susie
Sunshine voiced by Amber Hood â€” A plastic toy doll that wears a pink dress and pink shoes. She was
cranky because her eyes were stuck open due to some residue of a melted pineapple ice pop that was stuck on
her eyebrows. His name is a reference to Sydney, Australia. Tremaine voiced by Ari Rubin â€” A toy truck
designed by Donny. He is very dynamic and needed to stand still because he had to get his stripes repainted.
Tug-A squirt toy shaped like a tugboat - Belongs to Donny. Once, Walter lost his antenna and Gracie was lost
in the strawberry field. Percy;[ citation needed ] voiced by Jess Harnell â€” He is usually incredibly rude the
toys but he has a soft spot. Wildlife Will voiced by Jeffery Nicholas Brown â€” An Australian explorer action
figure who lost his legs after a run in with a Chihuahua. Xyla voiced by Tiffany Thornton â€” A toy
xylophone that looks like a ladybug and belongs to Alma. In the episode "One Note Wonder" one of her keys
was loose because one of the screws was loose, and when the key fell into the sink when Stuffy knocked it off,
Doc replaced it with a new one. Farmer Mack â€” A toy farmer. Lieutenant [17] Luna [18] â€” An astronaut
with a pet mechanical dog Space Rover Olivia 0â€”â€”0 a. Nikki Nickel voiced by Hynden Walch â€” A toy
piggy bank. Count Clarence the Magnificent voiced by Patton Oswalt â€” A cardboard toy bat who thinks he
could fly like a kite about good positive attitudes after he becomes grumpy from getting caught in a gust of
wind and crashing into the wading pool at the park. Army Al voiced by Rodger Bumpass â€” A toy soldier.
Theodore - A wind up toy Sea Turtle. Doc purchased her from a Yard Sale. In the episode, "Rockstar Ruby
and the Toys", her microphone button got stuck because dirt and gunk builded up over time she was used. But
Doc and the crew has a plan to bring back Rockstar Ruby back on stage. Kiara - A Kaleidoscope. When he
crashed and breaks off one of his wings, Doc outfits him with a prosthetic. Gillian the Giant â€” An Irish
Giantess doll based on a series of storybooks. Lala Koala voiced by Cristina Milizia â€” The new baby toy.
Joni voiced by Kelly Stables - A pony. In the episode "Joni the Pony" Joni trips over her mane and the other
toys suggest a haircut. Winnie - A toy tiger who is used to blow up balloons Sadie - A toy parrot that belongs
to Emmie. Jaz and Chaz - The Logger of Lemurs troupe: The yellow male lemur Wyatt discovers that he is
missing an arm and decided to quit the team. Later, Doc researches that Wyatt was actually intentionally built
this way at the factory. When she keeps talking while eating, one of her plastic flapjacks gets stuck in her
mouth, so Doc and the crew teach Molly Molly how to eat carefully and not to talk with her mouth full. She
and her airplane, Qweenie once had trouble flying due to rust. Fiona - A paper doll from St. Stanley voiced by
Anthony Anderson â€” A toy lion with parts of a toy rabbit who planned on taking over McStuffinsville in the
movie event "Welcome to McStuffinsville". Twiggly voiced by Debi Derryberry â€” A toy squirrel. Katie - A
singing toy doll. She once had to recharge her battery before a performance. Darla voiced by Molly Ringwaid
â€” A toy fox who helps in emergencies at the toy hospital. Nurse Riley â€” A toy Rhonchus who works at the
toy hospital.
Chapter 7 : Doc McStuffins | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Play With Me Sesame Duckie Races - Elmo Game for Kids: Play With Me Sesame Duckie Races preview by Kids Play
Apps. What. Click the yellow duckie to make him move faster and win the race.

Chapter 8 : Play Charlie the Duck, a free online game on Kongregate
Rubber Ducky Water Breaking Game. This can be a hilarious game to play! You will need to do a few things a day
before the party. Take plastic cups, fill with water, and throw into each a little Rubber Ducky that fits into each plastic cup
(you can probably find cheap little Rubber Duckies at the dollar store).

Chapter 9 : Dottie Duck | Awards | LibraryThing
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DOWNLOAD PDF PLAY WITH ME! (DOTTIE DUCK)
Duck Game Enter the futuristic year of , an age where ducks run wild in a frantic battle for glory. Blast your friends with
Shotguns, Net Guns, Mind Control Rays, Saxophones, Magnet Guns, and much, much more.
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